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Line-Lok®line tensioners 
Leading tent manufacturers are using Clamcleat® Line-Lok®

cleats for positive control of guy-lines.
Locks lines securely to resist being shaken loose, even in extreme

conditions.
Suitable for use in harsh environments from the arctic cold to the 

desert heat.
Four sizes available for ropes up to 8mm (5/16”).

CL271 is for larger canvas
structures. Working load over
150 (330 lbs). Rigged 2:1, non
slip functionality prolongs the
life of the tent when pitched
for long periods.

CL276 ideal
for stabilising

portable
aerials.

CL260 ideal for use on tents
at high altitude or where
high winds are expected.

Easy to rig Easy to tension Easy to release
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Push up to
tension and
secure

Pull lines
apart to
release. 

Lightweight tents

Gary Rolfe testimonial.
Clamcleat guy rope adjusters are one of those attentions to detail that help make Arctic life run smoothly.
Setting up camp alone in horrid winds at forty below zero warrants survival mode. Simple to use with big
mittens on Clamcleat guy rope adjusters enable me to secure my tent to anchor points, fast. Arctic storms
can keep me tent bound for days. Guy ropes fitted with Line-Loks don’t buckle or budge. 
Review by: Gary
Visit www.garyrolfe.com

Portable aerials

CL266 ideal for lightweight tents. shelters
using small diameter lines.

CL266 keeps tension all day and night.
Helps prevent sagging in the rain.
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CL276

CL260

CL266

The world’s best guy runner. Locks lines securely. Will not slip.
www.line-lok.com

Line-Lok®line tensioners 
Push up to
tension and
secure

Pull lines
apart to
release 

Various colours are 
available as standard 
including 
“Glow in the DarkGlow in the Dark”.

Other colours are 
available to special 
order.

Available in retail packs and in bulk 
for manufacturers.

RIGGING INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

STANDARD CLEAT NUMBERS

34.5mm

47.0mm

CL276

13/8”

17/8”

18.5mm

31.2mm

CL260
3/4”

11/4”

47.5mm

67.5mm

CL271

2 5/8”

17/8”

CL266
13.7mm

21.6mm

9/16”

7/8”

0.5gms
0.02oz

2.2gms
0.08oz

27.0gms
0.95oz

10.5gms
0.38oz

Black CL266 CL260 CL276 CL271

White CL266W CL260W CL276W CL271W

NATO Green CL266NG CL260NG CL276NG CL271NG

Khaki CL266K CL260K CL276K CL271K

Glow in the Dark CL266G CL260G CL276G CL271G

1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 7mm 8mm
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